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Abstract. We investigate the different aspects of measuring trust in
Open Source Software (OSS) communities. In the theoretical part we
review seminal works related to trust in OSS development. This investigation provides background to our empirical part where we measure trust
in a community (in terms of kudo). Our efforts provide further avenues to
develop trust-based measurement tools. These are helpful for academics
and practitioners interesting in quantifiable traits of OSS trust.
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Introduction

Trust can be perceived as the relationship between people where one person
is taking a risk to accept other persons’ action [1]. Such trust is one of the
fundamental traits of a successful collaborative development environment, e.g.,
OSS projects [3][4][5][6].
Trust is directly linked to securing a functioning development community,
community governance and on-going group work [3][4]. A community with such
attributes can attract new developers to join and contribute in the project [4].
Therefore, the sustainability of an OSS project much depends on trust-related
questions [2].
Alongside, third party organizations often try to ensure the quality and reusability of an OSS component before adoption. Such verification is strongly
coupled with the trust rating of the developers who developed those modules
[10][11][12]. Therefore, assessing trust among the developers is a seminal question
in OSS research. Recent study in [5] infer trust among developers based on
their contributions. Others measured developers’ contributions in Man-Month
to investigate trust among them [8].
This study address the following two issues related to trust: first, we investigate the relationship between developers’ contribution in OSS projects and
their trust rating in the community, which is formulated as follows, RQ1: How
likely a trust rating of a developer changes when contributing to OSS projects?
Second, we investigate how community status affects members endorsing each
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others’ contribution. Status difference may arise due to: (a) different trust levels
in the community, and (b) homophilic elements [9], e.g., same project, country, location, programming language and same community status. Therefore we
investigate the following, RQ2: How likely developers with different community
status will endorse each others’ contribution?

2
2.1

Methodology
Data Collection and Presentation

Our data is from OpenHub [13] which records the evaluation information (popularly known as kudo) sent or received by the developers over time. Developers
are ranked according to their kudo scores, known as kudo ranks. Data is collected
using the offered open APIs, which returns results in XML. Relevant information
is then extracted and stored in database for further analysis.
Developer Account information. This study extracts 563,427 registered
developer account information [14] that includes the following: developers account id, name, post count, and kudo rank. Kudo rank (a number between 1
and 10) defines ranking of the member based on certain criteria, e.g, kudo received from other members and history of contributions in OSS projects [10].
Project information This study extracted 662,439 OSS project data which
holds the following information: project id, name, and total user.
Contributor information A contributor dataset holds project specific contributions made by each developer. A total of 844,012 contribution records were
collected, each of which holds, project specific contributor’s id and name, personal account id and name, project id in which contribution is made, time of first
and last commit, total number of commits and the man month (i.e., the number
of months for which a contributor made at least one commit). In the context
of OpenHub Man Month represents the accumulated contributions made by a
developer in OSS projects.
Kudo sent and received history Following information related to kudo
sent and received by a member for a given period of time is collected: sender or
receiver account id and name, receiver or sender account id and name, project id
and name, contributors id, name and date when the kudo was sent or received. A
total of 46,926 kudo received records and 57,458 kudo sent records are collected.
Kudo sent and received history data is then combined to generate a uniform
dataset that has the following data items: Sender account id and account name,
receiver account id and name, project id and name to which the kudo was sent,
contributor id and name, and the date when kudo was sent.
2.2

Data Analysis

RQ1: To determine the extent to which a developer is trusted against his
contributions in OSS projects, following approach is adopted. First, contributors
(or developers) are grouped based on the first commit date. Then the three
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Table 1. Developers count on first commit date
First Commit Date

No of Developers committed

2012-03-26
2012-07-05
2012-05-10

40
39
36

dates in which maximum number of developers count found are taken for further
analysis, as shown in Table 1.
Then, the contributions (Section 2.1) and the kudo rank (Section 2.1) of every developer under each of the three dates are measured. This measurement
is done from the first commit date till the last. In this study, the man month
(Section 2.1) is used to measure developer contributions. Alongside, Kudo rank
is used to represent the trust value of a developer. Additionally, following logical
assumptions are made: (a) each of the developers starts with a kudo rank 1 at
their first commit date, and (b) change in this kudo rank or trust rating is associated with the amount of contributions made by that developer over a given
period of time.
RQ2: Next we examine how often developers of different community status
endorse each others contributions. For this, developers are clustered according
to their kudo ranks. Example clusters are, kudo rank (9 and 10), (7 and 8),(5
and 6), (3 and 4) and (1 and 2). Then, the log of kudo sent and received (Section
2.1) among developers in different clusters is recorded. This will offer a holistic
view on the exchange of kudo among developers of different trust values.
Second, exchange of kudo is examined from two perspectives, namely, sending
/ receiving kudo (a) directly to developers’ personal account and (b) in the
contributors’ project specific account in which the developer has contributed.
This will portray a deeper understanding on how developers of different trust
value recognize each others’ contributions.
Third, kudo exchange log was generated based on developers who worked in
the same project, distinct project, and both. This will provide insight whether
working on the same projects stimulate higher kudo exchange.
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Result and Synthesis

RQ1: How likely that a trust rating of a developer changes when
contributing to the OSS projects?
The underlying assumption of this research question is that a developer should
start with a kudo rank 1 (or trust rating 1) at the first committing date. And
this kudo rank keeps changing along with his contributions in projects over time.
As per the reported results it is observed that 78% to 100% developers
who have kudo rank 9 contributed to projects for more than 24 man-months.
Whereas, 54% to 79% developers at kudo rank 8 contributed more than 24
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man-months. Likewise, the man-months contribution goes down along with low
kudo ranks. For instance, none of the developers at kudo rank 5 has contribution record of more than 24 man-months. To summarize our findings, developers
trust rating in the community is associated with the contributions they made
in the projects over time and the amount of contributions has an impact on the
trust value they attain at a given point of time.
RQ2: How likely that developers with different community status will
endorse each others’ contribution?
We aim to identify the dynamics between the community status of the developers
and endorsing each others’ contributions. In order to do so, this study analyzed
the collected data from three different perspectives as presented in Section 2.2.
First perspective is to study the kudo exchange pattern among the developers
who belong to different kudo rank clusters. Reported results show that almost
all the kudos are sent to the developers who belong to the kudo rank between
7 and 10. For instance, developers having kudo ranks between 9 and 10 sent
almost all of their kudos to the developer having kudo rank between 7 and 10.
This pattern holds for all other kudo rank clusters as well.
This outcome leads to several observations: First, developers living at higher
kudo ranks are often the ones who commit the most significant contributions
to the projects, hence, the majority of kudos are attributed to them as a token
of appreciation. Second, these group of developers are the ones who are trusted
by all the community members irrespective of their ranking in the community.
Third, developers residing at lower kudo ranks (e.g., ranking between 1 and 6)
rarely receive kudos for their contributions.
Investigation on the second perspective reveals that developers with higher
kudo ranking or trust rating most often receive their kudos directly to their
personal account. In a very few occasions, kudos are attributed to their project
specific accounts. For instance, about 83% to 93% of the kudos received by developers having rank between 7 and 10 are attributed to their personal accounts.
This highlights how high ranked developers are often appreciated irrespective of
the projects they have contributed to. However, Low kudo ranked (e.g., rank
between 1 and 5) developers are not investigated due to lack of sample data.
Finally, the study on one of the homophilic factors, e.g. the effect of working on same or different projects, on exchanging kudo rank reveals inconclusive
results. For instance, developers who work on the same and distinct projects at
the same time, share kudo more frequently than developers working in either
distinct or same projects. Therefore, this study does not conclusively support
the earlier research on homophilic factors [9] which claims that such factors have
positive impact on endorsing each others contributions.
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